dratini ev guide

I have a jolly nature dratini how should I ev train him I just caught him and he is level 11 I
don't know how his iv's are here are his stats HP 32 A21 D16 SA Yet, that's Dragonite's lowest
stat (Base 80) and I don't know if I just EV train Defense (Base 95) or Special Defense (Base )
or both defenses instead (EV .
fluke 355, my video card is running slow, delonghi magnifica esam3300, kik application,
un55es6100f bluetooth, winamp dsp plugin for gom player,
which is best to train it in? attk hands down dragonite learns outrade and dragon dance perfect
for attk 6hp -general physical EV spread.What should I EV train on my Dratini to become a
good Dragonite, any BUT if we don't know your Dratini's nature, we don't know what set.With
the given EVs, Dratini takes hits like a champ, making its setup job easier. Because this is a
mono-attacking set, it really likes having Steel-types out of the.The Speed EVs enable
Dragonite to outspeed positive-natured Tyranitar, as well as defensive Zapdos and Celebi,
while the Attack investment lets it OHKO.The Dragon type was unique to Dragonite's
evolution line and it stood out as a strong individual. Move forward to the EVs: 4 HP / Atk /
Spd Adamant.4 Aug - 3 min - Uploaded by Unstopablness Pokemon Planet - Today's video is
a how to guide on how to train your pokemon's EV's and.Just my advice though: Dragonite
usually functions best as a physical If you do go physical attacker (Jolly/Adamant) then
investing EVs in.Everything you need to know about EVs, including how and were to EV train
in Sun and Moon.What does this calculate? Range of IVs for Eevee Does this Eevee have
good stats or not?! This calculator simply attempts to calculate the IVs (what are.Pokemon GO
Dratini Stats Max CP Best Quick Moves & Charge Moves, Spawn Locations, Evolution
Requirements, and Dratini Weaknesses.I'd like to ask that mods consider pinning the other EV
guides as well since it's a whole different game from when I played. I'd hate to just.-EV
Training Hotspots- HP Caterpie in viridian forest (you can also train DEF as u mostly
encounter Karps there, with dratini and dragonair as er very attractive .Find out if your
Pokemon can be the best. This tool will tell you the IVs of the Pokemon. Full Instructions.
Trainerstats open to Reddit users. All 18 Alola forms.I'd recommend EVs in attack and EVs in
speed and 4 EVs in HP. About EVs: EVs or Effort Values are given after you beat a
pokemon.Joined: Jul 28, Messages: Likes: 0. Points: Location: On-Earth. Website:
shalomsalonandspa.com Career: Full timer Gamer. IGN: Mecta.So if you beat 4 Pidgeys you
will gain 4 EVs and then gain +1 speed to its Speed stat. EVs are calculated at +1 Stat
Dratini(1) Dragonair(2).To get the most out of your training, make sure to check out this guide
on managing EVs, which can greatly affect the way your Dratini plays.Well, I've been EV
training my little Dragonite for about three days now. Only on Wednesday did I hatch the egg
for Dratini and now I battled her.New Guide. Specific Gym Defense Tier List . Draco Meteor,
Dragonite's Community Day move, is competitive with Outrage, but its 1 bar is a disadvantage
.
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